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CAPITOL UPDATE – Sundays at 10:30AM 
Capitol Update is a weekly half-hour program that explains the most significant developments in 
Florida’s Legislative, Judicial and Executive branches - in everyday terms.  Through in-depth 
reporting, regularly occurring segments – such as “Budget Watch” and “Bill Track” – and live 
interviews, Capitol Update provides viewers across the state with a clear, concise and balanced 
view of state government in action.   

7/2 - #2017    Topics include:  The Governor signed or vetoed bills in the last batch from the 2017 

Legislative session; The Florida Supreme Court heard oral arguments in the case over the 

Governor’s decision to remove capital cases from a State Attorney who said she would not seek 

the death penalty; The state paid tribute to former Supreme Court Chief Justice Parker Lee 

McDonald, who died Saturday at the age of 93.   

7/9 - #2018    This week’s special edition of Capitol Update highlights bills that took effect this 

week, including:  The state budget, including changes in education, environmental and economic 

development funding;  Several education bills, including HB 7069, a legislative “train” that 

includes provisions from more than a dozen other education bills;  Spending on the Keystone 

Heights project to save a chain of dying lakes in Clay County.   

7/16 - #2019    Topics this week include:  Reaction to the announcement that Florida’s 

Department of State will comply with the Trump Administration’s request for information on 

Florida voters, to the extent the information is already publicly available; The Fish & Wildlife 

Conservation Commission meets to discuss fishing regulations and a high water emergency in 

the Everglades; The St. Johns River Water Management District approves a plan funded by the 

Legislature to restore the Keystone Heights chain of lakes.   

7/23 - #2020    Topics this week include: Florida’s unemployment rate dropped from 4.3% to 

4.1%, and state economists discussed a positive outlook for Florida’s economy;  The state Board 

of Education discussed ways to turn failing schools around, improving teacher salaries and other 

issues at their meeting in Tallahassee; he Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission released 

Eastern indigo snakes into the wild in North Florida to try to help repopulate the species.   

7/30 - #2021    Topics this week include:  Governor Rick Scott announced that he will ask for an 

extra $30 million in next  year’s state budget for pay raises for state law enforcement officers;  

State economists updated their forecasts for energy and communications tax revenue and for 

vehicle registrations;  The Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission postponed the start of Gulf 

County’s scallop season because of an algae bloom.   

 

 



CAPITOL UPDATE continued 

8/6 - #2022    Topics this week include:  Team coverage of the back to school season, including a 

look at the state’s sales tax holiday and college funding;  An update on applications for funding 

under the new Florida Job Growth Fund;  Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission staff 

is meeting with the public to get input on a possible limited harvest of goliath grouper in state 

waters.   

8/13 - #2023   Topics this week include:  Members of the Legislature went to South Florida to 

hear from doctors, law enforcement and the public about the magnitude of Florida’s opioid crisis;  

A review of the impact the sweeping education bill this year will have on struggling schools;  State 

economists met throughout the week to review revenue from sources like the lottery, Seminole 

gaming and tobacco taxes.   

  
8/20 - #2024    Topics this week include:  State economists updated state revenue forecasts;  The 

Florida Elections Commission decided part of state elections law should not apply to candidates 

for a non-partisan office;  The Public Service Nominating Council chose finalists to recommend to 

the Governor for appointment to three PSC positions.   

8/27 - #2025    Topics this week include:  Florida executed Mark Asay, who killed two men in 

Jacksonville in 1987 – the first execution in Florida in 18 months;  Team coverage of 

developments affecting Florida’s economy, including meetings with state leaders, business 

executives and others; State agencies advise Floridians to review all their insurance coverage, 

including flood insurance options, near the halfway point in the hurricane season.   

9/3 - #2026    Topics this week include:  The Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission sent at 

least 145 personnel to Texas to help rescue people from Hurricane Harvey flooding;  The Florida 

Supreme Court ruled that Governor Rick Scott does have the power to remove capital murder 

cases from State Attorney Aramis Ayala, who says she won’t pursue the death penalty against 

anyone;  The Department of Highway Safety & Motor Vehicles is introducing a new driver license, 

with a new design and new security features.   

9/10 - #2027    This edition of Capitol Update featured state preparations for Hurricane Irma, 

including:  Updates throughout the week from Governor Rick Scott and other state leaders urging 

people to leave South Florida, and agency efforts to try to keep traffic moving;  House and Senate 

leaders called off committee meetings next week because of the hurricane, and House Speaker 

Richard Corcoran warned lawmakers to be prepared for a special session in case legislative 

action is needed;  Attorney General Pam Bondi activated the state’s Price Gouging Hotline, and 

Agriculture Commissioner Adam Putnam warned people to investigate charities before making 

hurricane relief donations.   

9/17 - #2028    This edition of Capitol Update featured team coverage of Hurricane Irma, 

including: Efforts by state agencies to get supplies to the Keys and restore basic infrastructure so 

thousands of people who evacuated can get back to their homes;  Governor Rick Scott and other 

state officials toured some of the hardest hit areas of the state, including parts of South Florida 

and flood zones in the northeast;  State agencies joined the investigation of the nursing home in 

Broward County where 8 people died without air conditioning three days after the storm passed.   

 



CAPITOL UPDATE continued 
 
9/24 - #2029    This edition of Capitol Update featured team coverage of Hurricane Irma, 
including:  Governor Rick Scott ordered the suspension of the license of the Broward County 
Nursing home where people died without air conditioning after Hurricane Irma, and issued an 
emergency rule addressing the availability of emergency generators in all nursing homes;  A 
review of Irma’s impact on small businesses and agriculture and efforts to help those sectors 
recover;  Visit Florida launched a social media marketing campaign to get Florida’s tourism 
industry back up to speed.   
 
 
 
 
 
FLORIDA CROSSROADS – Thursdays at 8:30pm/Repeats Sundays at 11am 
Florida Crossroads is a weekly program produced by the Florida Channel that highlights some of 
the unique stories in the lives of Floridians.  
 
7/6 & 7/9 - #3001    Florida Remembers: The Pensacola Region  
Produced by Krysta Brown  
Juan Ponce de Leon’s discovery of Florida in 1513 led to several expeditions by the Spanish and 
the eventual establishment of America’s oldest occupied city, St. Augustine in 1565. But a series 
of events in between those two historic dates took place on the other side of the state- along 
Florida’s northern gulf coast. They were events that, if not for a hurricane, would have 
dramatically altered Florida’s past. In our history series, “Florida Remembers”, Krysta Brown goes 
back to Florida’s first settlement, present day Pensacola, and explores other “firsts” the area is 
known for.  
 
7/13 & 7/16 - #3002    Florida Remembers: Fort Clinch 
Produced by Rebecca Baer 
Fort Clinch, located just north of Jacksonville, is one of the most well-preserved Civil War-era 
forts in the country. But it's not just the structure that's stood the test of time. At Fort Clinch, staff 
and volunteers keep the spirit of the soldiers that served there alive with an extensive living 
history program that takes visitors back in time. Rebecca Baer takes us there in another segment 
of our ongoing history series…. Florida Remembers: Fort Clinch.  
 
7/20 & 7/23 - #3003    What It Means for Florida: Session 2017, Part I 
Produced by the Florida Channel Team 
More than 200 bills were passed during the 2017 Regular Session with the majority signed into 
law by the Governor. Florida Crossroads producers team up to explain some of the major bills 
and issues. John Kennedy and Melissa Klinzing focus on environmental issues in What it Means 
for Florida: Session 2017, Part I.  
 
7/27 & 7/30 - #3004    What It Means for Florida: Session 2017, Part II 
Produced by the Florida Channel Team 
We continue our look at measures signed into law after the 2017 Legislative Session. In this 
segment, producers focus on issues related to criminal justice in What it Means for Florida: 
Session 2017, Part II.  
 
8/3 & 8/6 - #3005    What It Means for Florida: Session 2017, Part III 
Produced by the Florida Channel Team  
In Part III of our series, What it Means for Florida: Session 2017, producers continue a look at 
legislation during the 2017 Session and measures approved during the Special Session in June.  
 
 
 



FLORIDA CROSSROADS continued 
 
8/10 & 8/13 – #3006    When It Happens to You: Alzheimer’s Disease in Florida – Fred & 
Jodi’s Love Story 
Produced by Theresa Marsenburg 
Over half a million people in Florida have been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s Disease. It’s the most 
common and well-known type of dementia and the 6th leading cause of death for Americans. In 
this documentary Frederick LaCrone and JoAnn Gooding speak candidly about their fears, their 
faith and the fight to overcome depression together as a married couple. They also share advice 
about early diagnosis, financial planning and maintaining a positive outlook while living with this 
debilitating disease.  
 
8/17 & 8/20 – #3007    When It Happens to You: Alzheimer’s Disease in Florida – Hope for a 
Cure 
Produced by Theresa Marsenburg 
Today one in three seniors dies with Alzheimer’s Disease. It’s been called the Silver Tsunami. In 
a state that’s home to 5.2 million elders advocates say Floridians can no longer afford to ignore it. 
This collection of life stories features Floridians in the early to moderate stages of the disease 
who are hopeful for a cure. Members of the Alzheimer’s Association and other groups discuss 
efforts to preserve the dignity of those living with Alzheimer’s Disease and offer relief to the more 
than 1.1 million caregivers living in Florida.  
 
8/24 & 8/27 – #3008    When It Happens to You: Alzheimer’s Disease in Florida – 
Communities of Color 
Produced by Theresa Marsenburg 
Florida has the second highest incidence rate of Alzheimer’s Disease. African Americans and 
Hispanics are less likely to seek an early diagnosis but they develop the fatal disease at higher 
rates than Caucasians. Advocates and caregivers are working together to help get the word out 
about programs and initiatives designed to improve the quality of life for all Alzheimer’s patients 
and their loved ones. In this Florida Crossroads, Producer Theresa Marsenburg explores some of 
the stigmas, barriers and solutions unique to communities of color.  
 
8/31 & 9/3 – #3009    Florida Remembers: Hurricane Katrina 
Produced by Krysta Brown 
It has been more than ten years since Hurricane Katrina skirted South Florida before churning 
through the waters of the Gulf of Mexico and striking our neighbors to the West. With hurricane 
experience from the year before, hundreds of Florida’s first responders traveled to Mississippi not 
only to help but to give back. In our ongoing history series, Florida Crossroads talks to Floridians 
who made the journey and Mississippians who remember how Florida helped after Katrina.  
 
9/7 & 9/10 - #3010    Hurricane Andrew: A Look Back 
Twenty-five years ago, Hurricane Andrew slammed into South Florida leveling more than 25,000 
homes and leaving close to 200,000 people homeless in a matter of hours. As the 2017 Atlantic 
Hurricane Season continues, Florida Crossroads talks to the people who lived through one of the 
worst natural disasters in our nation’s history in Hurricane Andrew: A Look Back.  
 
9/14 & 9/17 - #3011    Hurricane Andrew: Lessons Learned 
Twenty-five years ago, Hurricane Andrew slammed into South Florida leveling more than 25,000 
homes in a matter of hours. At the time, it was the worst natural disaster in US history, and the 
emergency management community wasn’t prepared for it. Since then, Florida has worked at 
building what is known today as the best emergency management system in the country. In 
Hurricane Andrew: Lessons Learned, Krysta Brown revisits what happened in the days, weeks, 
months and years after Andrew.  

 
 



FLORIDA CROSSROADS continued 
 
9/21 & 9/24 - #3012    Take a Hike: Great Florida Birding and Wildlife Trail 
Florida is home to more than 500 species of birds and some of the best bird watching sites in the 
country. In this episode of Florida Crossroads, Rebecca Baer travels the state to share some of 
the sights and sounds from several of those parks and preserves – all part of the state’s 
renowned Great Florida Birding and Wildlife Trail.  

9/28 & 10/1 - #2013    Florida Remembers: The 2004 Hurricane Season 
Charley, Frances, Ivan and Jeanne… four names many Floridians know well. In 2004, those four 
powerful hurricanes hit the state leaving behind destruction from Pensacola to Key West- all in a 
matter of six weeks. Krysta Brown revisits Floridians impacted by the storms in another segment 
of our history series… Florida Remembers: The 2004 Hurricane Season.  

 
 
 
 
FLORIDA FACE TO FACE – Thursdays at 7:30pm/Repeats Sundays at 11:30am 
Florida Face to Face is a weekly half-hour one-on-one interview program hosted by Beth Switzer 
that introduces Floridians to their top policy-makers and examines the issues facing the state.  
Frequent guests of the program include Governor Rick Scott and the members of the Florida 
Cabinet, the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House, in addition to agency heads, 
members of the Florida Legislature, and many other public officials. 
 
7/6 & 7/9 – #2727    Director of the Department of Economic Opportunity Cissy Proctor – 
discusses the new Florida Job Growth Grant Fund created during the 2017 special session and 
how it could improve economic opportunities in the state. 
 
7/13 & 7/16 - #2728 
Steve Seibert, Executive Director, Florida Humanities Council 
Discussed how the arts affect our daily lives and the programs the council offers. 
  
7/20 & 7/23 - #2729 (REPEAT)   
Steve Seibert, Executive Director, Florida Humanities Council 
Discussed how the arts affect our daily lives and the programs the council offers. 
  
7/28 & 7/30 - #2730 
Cissy Proctor, Executive Director, Department of Economic Opportunity 
Discussed the new Florida Job Growth Grant Fund created by the Legislature in special session 
and how it could improve economic opportunities for the state. 
  
8/3 & 8/6 - #2731 
Christina Daily, Secretary, Department of Juvenile Justice 
Discussed a collaboration with Georgetown University’s Center for Juvenile Justice Reform and 
how HB 7059 could help DJJ overcome some challenges. 
  
8/10 & 8/13 - #2732 (REPEAT) 
Steve Seibert, Executive Director, Florida Humanities Council 
Discussed how the arts affect our daily lives and the programs the council offers. 
  
8/17 & 8/20 - #2733  (REPEAT) 
Christina Daily, Secretary, Department of Juvenile Justice 
Discussed a collaboration with Georgetown University’s Center for Juvenile Justice Reform and 
how HB 7059 could help DJJ overcome some challenges. 



FLORIDA FACE TO FACE continued 
  
8/24 & 8/27 - #2734 (REPEAT) 
Bryan Koon, Director, Florida Division of Emergency Management 
Discussed predictions for the 2017 hurricane season, a new system of advisories and warnings, 
and how Floridians should prepare for storms. 
  
8/31 & 9/3 - #2735 (REPEAT) 
Cissy Proctor, Executive Director, Department of Economic Opportunity 
Discussed the new Florida Job Growth Grant Fund created by the Legislature in special session 
and how it could improve economic opportunities for the state. 
  
9/7 & 9/10 - #2736 (REPEAT) 
Bryan Koon, Director, Florida Division of Emergency Management 
Discussed predictions for the 2017 hurricane season, a new system of advisories and warnings, 
and how Floridians should prepare for storms. 
  
9/14 & 9/17 - #2737 (REPEAT) 
Christina Daily, Secretary, Department of Juvenile Justice 
Discussed a collaboration with Georgetown University’s Center for Juvenile Justice Reform and 
how HB 7059 could help DJJ overcome some challenges. 
  
9/21 & 9/24 - #2738 
Nick Wiley, Executive Director, Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission (part one) 
Discussed FWC’s response to Hurricane Irma, including assistance with rescue and recovery 
operations and efforts to assess the storm’s impact on wildlife. 
  
9/28 & 10/1 - #2739 
Nick Wiley, Executive Director, Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission (part two) 
Discussed FWC’s work to identify and remove displaced and derelict vessels wrecked by 
Hurricane Irma, what FWC is learning about the storm’s impact on different wildlife species, and 
FWC’s readiness to help in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria. 
 
 
 
 
 
LOCAL ROUTES – Thursdays at 8pm/Repeats Sundays at 10am, Mondays at 12am 
Local Routes is a half-hour television program that takes viewers on a weekly journey to explore 
authentic northwest Florida and south Georgia. From history, to the environment, to the 
fascinating and often hidden gems that make up our culture, Local Routes looks at where we’ve 
been, where we’re going, and the interesting people, places and things along the way.  NOTE:  
Local Routes is on hiatus for the summer.  Local Routes Presents Florida Footprints, the 
Gradstock series and episodes from the previous two seasons will be airing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FSU HEADLINES – Second Friday 7:30pm of each month, repeats the following Sunday at 
12:00pm.   
 
7/14 & 7/16 - #1707    Science! 
A Florida State University scientist travels the globe to study the carbon cycle.  More stories from 
Florida State University include: A Florida State University professor resurrects Native American 
hymns; An FSU chemist makes a breakthrough in solar cell research; “A Voice 4 Peace” makes 
its mark around the world; Opening Nights partners with Leon County Schools and The Kennedy 
Center. 
 
8/11 & 8/13 - #1708    
Florida State University bid a fond farewell to the class of 2017 during summer commencement. 
More stories from Florida State University including, the Garnet and Gold Scholars inducts its 
new class, the Young Scholars program teaches high school students, North Florida Freedom 
Schools combats summer reading loss, a psychology professor researches causes of obesity, 
and FSU fall sports teams prepare for the season ahead. 
 
9/15 & 9/17 - #1709 
Florida State University welcomes the class of 2021. More headlines including: The College of 
Medicine White Coat ceremony 2017, freshmen students participate in Service Leadership 
Seminar, The Graduate School welcomes its newest students, an art therapy professor is 
breaking new ground in her research, and FSU hosts a solar eclipse watch party for campus. 

 
  

 

 
 



WFSU/WFSG-TV, Tallahassee/Panama City, FL 
QUARTERLY PROGRAM TOPIC REPORT 

EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS FOR CHILDREN 
7/1/17 - 9/30/17  (All times Eastern) 

 
 
6:00AM            MON-FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 3-6  
THOMAS AND FRIENDS - The timeless television series based on the much-loved books by 
Reverend W. Awdry. Set on the imaginary island of Sodor, the show follows the adventures of 
Thomas, a cheeky little Tank Engine. Each half hour, shot in unique real-time live-action, features 
three separate stories, including two seven-minute adventures and one five-minute "classic" 
Thomas story. The stories focus on the seven original engines: Thomas, Edward, James, 
Gordon, Percy, Henry and Toby, plus Emily, the first female steam engine - all under the watchful 
eye of Sir Topham Hatt, the manager of the Sodor Railway. At the end of each program, the 
engines are "roll-called" in a musical finale featuring their very own team song. Thomas's world is 
an idealized place with a strong community ethos typified by a universal willingness to embrace 
good manners, hard work and a desire to be "Really Useful." The themes are reinforced by 
unique graphic and live-action interstitials and songs. The audience empathizes with the hopes, 
fears, aspirations, achievements and conflicts that the engines experience.   
 
6:30AM     MON-FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 4-7 
CAT IN THE HAT KNOWS A LOT ABOUT THAT! - Voiced by award-winning actor Martin Short, 
each episode guides friends Sally and Nick -- with a little help from the Fish, Thing 1 and Thing 2 
-- on fun-filled adventures where they make natural-science discoveries, from how bees make 
honey to why owls sleep during the day. Filled with both adventure and silliness, THE CAT IN 
THE HAT KNOWS A LOT ABOUT THAT! will appeal to preschoolers’ natural curiosity and 
engage them in the process of scientific exploration and discovery.   
 
7:00AM                                  MON-FRI                                     CHILDREN AGE: 3-8 
READY, JET, GO! - 3D animated series with a focus on astronomy, scientific exploration, 
innovation and invention, and Earth as it is affected by our solar system. The show is about two 
neighborhood kids-one with an all-consuming drive for science fact and another with an 
overwhelming passion for science fiction. They both befriend the new kid on their street, Jet 
Propulsion, whose family happens to be aliens from Bortron 7. The comedy series teaches kids a 
variety of Earth science concepts (gravity, tides, moon phases, seasons) as well as an 
introductory explanation of innovation, astronomy, and our solar system. 
 
7:30AM / 3:30PM / 4:00PM  MON-FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 6-8 
WILD KRATTS – Animals can take you anywhere in science!  Creature teachers  Chris and 
Martin Kratt transform into animated versions of themselves, allowing the real-life zoologists to 
visit wild animals in their little-seen habitats and showcase key science concepts along the way. 
Each adventure presents age-appropriate science inspired by the natural abilities of the animals 
that the Kratt Brothers – and young viewers – meet.   
 
8:00AM / 2:30PM / 3:00PM               MON –FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 4-8 
NATURE CAT - NATURE CAT follows Fred, a house cat who dreams of exploring the great 
outdoors. In each episode, once his family leaves for the day, Fred transforms into Nature Cat, 
"backyard explorer extraordinaire." Nature Cat can't wait to get outside for a day of backyard 
nature excursions and bravery, but there's one problem: He's still a house cat with no instincts for 
nature. Like many of today's kids, Nature Cat is eager and enthusiastic about outside activities, 
but is at times intimidated by them. With the help of his animal friends, Nature Cat embarks on 
action-packed adventures that include exciting missions full of nature investigation, "aha" 
discovery moments and humor, all while inspiring children to go outside and "play the show."   
 
 



CHILDREN’S WEEKDAY PROGRAMMING continued 
 
8:30AM /  9:00AM   MON-FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 4-8 
CURIOUS GEORGE – Exploring the world around him with wonder and intrigue, George 
embodies the preschool child’s potential in the field of science.  Each episode includes two 
animated stories, followed by short live-action pieces showing real kids who are investigating 
ideas that George introduces in the stories.  The series aims to inspire kids to explore science, 
math and engineering in the world around them. 
 
9:30AM / 10:00AM   MON-FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 
DANIEL TIGER’S NEIGHBORHOOD 
Inspired by the iconic, award-winning Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, DANIEL TIGER’S 
NEIGHBORHOOD stars 4-year old Daniel Tiger, son of the original program’s Daniel Striped 
Tiger, who invites young viewers into his world, giving them a kid’s eye view of his life. And learn 
fun and practical strategies and skills necessary for growing and learning.   
 
10:30AM / 11:00AM               MON-FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 2-6 
SPLASH AND BUBBLES   Splash and Bubbles is an animated preschool comedy inspiring kids 
to connect with and care about the ocean. Splash, Bubbles, and their Reeftown friends share 
amazing adventures, meet new creatures, and explore the diversity and wonder of life in the 
ocean. 
 
11:30AM / 12:00PM   MON-FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 
SESAME STREET (shortened) – Recipient of more than 100 awards, SESAME STREET 
delivers academic and social education that prepares kids for grade school.  Episodes focus on 
music and art and how these tools can be used to develop the whole child – the cognitive, social, 
emotional and physical attributes.   
 
12:30PM    MON-FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 2-6 
MARTHA SPEAKS - This series follows the story of Martha, a loveable dog 
whose appetite for alphabet soup gives her the ability to speak. Martha’s dog’s-eye view of the 
world, combined with her rich vocabulary, creates a wonderfully comic series with a solid 
educational heart.   
 
1:00PM       MON-FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 3-5 
PEG + CAT - Peg + Cat follows the adorable, spirited Peg and her sidekick Cat as they embark 
on adventures, solve problems together, and learn foundational math concepts and skills. In each 
11 minute episode, Peg and Cat are challenged by A REALLY BIG PROBLEM and they must find 
a way out of this messy funny crisis without totally freaking out! That’s what life is like for Peg and 
Cat, the heroes of this animated math-based series. 
 
1:30PM     MON-FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 3-6 
DINOSAUR TRAIN - Created by Craig Bartlett (“Hey Arnold!”), DINOSAUR TRAIN is an 
animated series for three- to six-year-olds. Set in a whimsically realistic, prehistoric world of 
jungles, swamps, active volcanos and oceans, the show features a curious T-rex named Buddy. 
Together with his adoptive Pteranodon family, Buddy takes the dinosaur train to meet, explore 
and have adventures with all kinds of dinosaurs, encouraging young viewers at home to make 
observations and comparisons about their own world and foster a lifelong interest in learning. 
 
4:30PM / 5:00PM   MON-FRI   CHILDREN AGE: 6-12 
ODD SQUAD – The Odd Squad is a high-tech agency run by kids equipped with the world’s most 
advanced and unpredictable gadgetry.  There are hundreds of kid agents within Odd Squad, but 
the show focuses on two in particular: 12 year-old veteran Agent Olive and her new rookie 
partner, Agent Otto.  Each episode, Olive and Otto receive a new assignment from the 7 year-old 
director of Odd Squad, Ms. O.  Special Agent Oscar runs the Odd Squad Lab and provides 
gadgets to help Olive and Otto with their missions. 



CHILDREN’S WEEKDAY PROGRAMMING continued 
 
5:30PM     MON-FRI    CHILDREN AGE: 4-7  
ARTHUR – ARTHUR follows the adventures and misadventures of eight-year-old Arthur Read, 
his little sister, D.W., his friends and family and shows how they use effective, age-appropriate 
problem-solving skills.  Each episode consists of two independent stories that focus on themes 
and events central to children’s lives.  The characters on ARTHUR grapple with the same 
challenges that many children in the audience face: maintaining friendships, working things out 
with siblings, dealing with fears and anxieties, and doing the right thing. 
 
 
 

CHILDREN’S WEEKEND PROGRAMMING 
 
6:00AM     SUNDAY   CHILDREN AGE: 3-6 
SID THE SCIENCE KID -  This animated series uses comedy to promote 
exploration, discovery and science readiness among preschoolers. It features a practical in-
school science curriculum and uses music and humor to celebrate children’s natural curiosity 
about science in everyday life. The energetic and inquisitive Sid starts each episode with a new 
question and embarks on a fun-filled day of finding answers with the help of family and friends.   
 
6:30AM     SUNDAY   CHILDREN AGE: 3-5 
DINOSAUR TRAIN - Created by Craig Bartlett (“Hey Arnold!”), DINOSAUR TRAIN is an 
animated series for three- to six-year-olds. Set in a whimsically realistic, prehistoric world of 
jungles, swamps, active volcanos and oceans, the show features a curious T-rex named Buddy. 
Together with his adoptive Pteranodon family, Buddy takes the dinosaur train to meet, explore 
and have adventures with all kinds of dinosaurs, encouraging young viewers at home to make 
observations and comparisons about their own world and foster a lifelong interest in learning. 
 
7:00AM                                        SUNDAY   CHILDREN AGE: 3-6  
THOMAS AND FRIENDS - The timeless television series based on the much-loved books by 
Reverend W. Awdry. Set on the imaginary island of Sodor, the show follows the adventures of 
Thomas, a cheeky little Tank Engine. Each half hour, shot in unique real-time live-action, features 
three separate stories, including two seven-minute adventures and one five-minute "classic" 
Thomas story. The stories focus on the seven original engines: Thomas, Edward, James, 
Gordon, Percy, Henry and Toby, plus Emily, the first female steam engine - all under the watchful 
eye of Sir Topham Hatt, the manager of the Sodor Railway. At the end of each program, the 
engines are "roll-called" in a musical finale featuring their very own team song. Thomas's world is 
an idealized place with a strong community ethos typified by a universal willingness to embrace 
good manners, hard work and a desire to be "Really Useful." The themes are reinforced by 
unique graphic and live-action interstitials and songs. The audience empathizes with the hopes, 
fears, aspirations, achievements and conflicts that the engines experience.   
 
7:30AM / 8:00AM   SUNDAY   CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 
DANIEL TIGER’S NEIGHBORHOOD - Inspired by the iconic, award-winning Mister Rogers’ 
Neighborhood, DANIEL TIGER’S NEIGHBORHOOD stars 4-year old Daniel Tiger, son of the 
original program’s Daniel Striped Tiger, who invites young viewers into his world, giving them a 
kid’s eye view of his life. And learn fun and practical strategies and skills necessary for growing 
and learning.   
 
8:00AM                         SUNDAY   CHILDREN AGE: 2-6 
SPLASH AND BUBBLES   Splash and Bubbles is an animated preschool comedy inspiring kids 
to connect with and care about the ocean. Splash, Bubbles, and their Reeftown friends share 
amazing adventures, meet new creatures, and explore the diversity and wonder of life in the 
ocean. 
 



CHILDREN’S WEEKEND PROGRAMMING continued 
 
9:00AM             SUNDAY   CHILDREN AGE: 8-11 
CYBERCHASE – Math rules in this animated adventure series!  It energizes kids with math 
power.  Full of cyber-mysteries and eye-popping animation with comic flair, the daily series sends 
the message that math is fun – it’s about problem-solving and boy, does it come in handy.  Each 
episode takes the kids on a thrilling adventure driven by a different math concept from tackling 
time, cracking codes, or making sense of fractions. (Note: CYBERCHASE removed from the 
schedule on June 18 and replaced with BIZ KID$). 
 
9:00AM             SUNDAY   CHILDREN AGE: 8-11 
BIZ KID$ - BIZ KID$ is a fun, fast-paced series where kids teach kids about money and business. 
The young business owners featured in each episode inspire viewers to turn their passions into 
profit, while stressing the importance of saving, budgeting, investing and giving back to the 
community. Movie spoofs and comedy sketches help illustrate the ways young people can 
manage the business of their lives. 
 
9:30AM                                                SUNDAY   CHILDREN AGE: 9-13 
SCIGIRLS - This series, targeting 'tween girls, showcases bright, curious real girls putting 
science and engineering to work, as they answer real-life questions and make unexpected 
discoveries in the world around them. Each episode follows a different group of middle school 
girls, whose passion to find answers to their questions and eagerness to understand their world 
provides a model of inquiry-based science, appealing to 'tweens, parents and educators alike. 
While we meet new girls in each episode, the series is unified by a pair of recurring animated 
characters -- Izzie and her best friend Jake. Together, they embark on their own adventures and 
call on the SciGirls for help. At the beginning of each episode, television viewers follow Izzie onto 
the website as she picks a group of SciGirls whose project she thinks can help her. She launches 
the video and follows the SciGirls' live-action story, learning as she goes. Viewers are invited to 
visit the website themselves to create their own personal pages and upload their projects, making 
the SciGirls website a destination for any girl who is interested in science. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SPECIAL CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING 
 
WILD KRATTS ALASKA: A HERO’S JOURNEY  (1 hour)  Aired Monday 7/24, Wednesday 7/26 
and Friday 7/28 at 7:30am and 3:30pm 
While creature adventuring in Alaska, one of Aviva’s breakthrough inventions falls overboard and 
attaches to a sockeye salmon – jump-starting a wild chase upriver through the wilderness.  The 
Wild Kratts track the incredible salmon run—a quest fraught with obstacles and amazing creature 
connections around every bend. 
 
CURIOUS GEORGE 3: BACK TO THE JUNGLE  (1 hour)  Aired Monday 8/7, Wednesday 8/9 
and Friday 8/11 at 8:30am 
Curious George goes on an epic adventure to space that crash lands in the jungles of Africa 
leading to an unforgettable journey with some new animal friends. 
 
READY, JET, GO: BACK TO BORTRON 7  (1 hour)  Aired Monday 8/14, Wednesday 8/16 and 
Friday 8/18 at 7am and 2pm 

When Jet’s parents need to return to their home planet, Sean and Sydney join the Propulsion 
family for an epic adventure to Bortron 7. 


